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Abstract

This paper describes howprevious research on quantitative temporal distances by Badaloni&Berati (1996) and
work on qualitative spatial distances by Herndndezet al.
(1995) can be restated in order to allow for a tight coupling
betweenquantitative and qualitative knowledge.
Moreover,these proposals only support reasoning mechanisms on fairly low-level quantitative scales and rather
"atomic"qualitative relations. Whatis lacking then are adequate meansto adjust the level of inferences being carried
out according to the needs of various levels of abstraction
(this distinction betweenfine-grained and coarser types of
knowledgeis often discussed in terms of different granularities of knowledge(Hobbs,1985)).
We,first, introducethe interval boundaryconstraint representation for Allen’s well-knowninterval relation system (Allen, 1983) and then extend the approach to interval relations and boundaryconstraints with distances. A
crucial point of our approach is the easy conversion betweenboundaryconstraints and higher-level interval relations. Reasoningby compositionon distance constraints is
then describedin the section on different types of distances.
Whereas,at first, we are able to abstract from the kinds of
distances involved, these will becomevery important for
the definition of the compositionrules.
Weonly mention that as with temporal approaches like
those of Badaloni&Berati (1996) or spatial approacheslike
those of Herndndezet al. (1995) whichboth can be generalized to dimensionalreasoning, our proposal can be applied
to inferences with space, timeor degreeexpressionsas well.
However,for the ease of presentation we will concentrate
on exampleswith temporal information.

Weoutline a modelof dimensionalreasoningon time and
spacescales whichintegrates quantitativeand qualitative
knowledge
aboutdistances. At the core of this modellie
constraintson interval boundaries,partial orderingandsubsumption
relations oninterval relations andinterval boundaryconstraints,as wellas the transformation
of interval relations to interval boundary
constraintsandvice versa.
Keywords:Qualitative and Quantitative Distances, Distahoe Constraints, Subsumption,Reasoningon Scales

Introduction
Whenhumansreason about temporal or spatial relations
or evendegree expressions in evaluative discourse ("tall",
’~fast", etc.), they are highly proficient at seamlesslyintegrating quantitative data and qualitative distances in these
dimensional reasoning processes. Unfortunately, formal
models for dimensional reasoning have so far been restricted to relations with either quantitative or qualitative
distances, while any attempt at dealing with both types of
knowledgein an integrated frameworkis lacking so farJ In
this paper, we develop a formal frameworkwhich tries to
fill this gap.
In order to illustrate the needfor such an integrated account, consider example(1). If you planned to meet John
and Heinrich at their arrivals, you wouldhaveto integrate
quantitative (la, b) and qualitative information(lc) in order
to drawa conclusionsuch as (ld).
(1) a. Heinrich’s flight from Frankfurt to NewYork-JFK
takes eight hours.
b. John’s plane from Chicago to NewYork-La Guardia
will start one hourafter Heinrich’s.
c. John’sflight will be rather short.
(Oneplausible) Conclusion:
d. John will reach NewYorkbefore Heinrich.
1AsCohn(1996),p. 138, remarks:"... qualitative andquantitative reasoningare complementary
techniquesand researchis
neededto ensurethey canbe integrated..."
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Representationby
Interval Boundary
Constraints
In order to represent and reason with qualitative knowledge
(Allen, 1983), quantitative distances (Badaloni &Bcrati,
1996), and qualitative distances (Herndndezet al., 1995),
we aim to combinetwo sorts of requirements. On the one
hand,weuse relations on intervals that allowfor flexibility
and a high degreeof abstraction in order to expressthe relevant level of temporaland spatial dimensions.Onthe other
hand, it is often moreefficient and -- as it will become
plausible in the course of this paper -- muchsimpler to in-
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least~morethan a distance x after another boundary"or "a
boundaryis at most~less than a distance x before another
boundary".~)*, the distance structure, is intentionally defined to incorporate only few restrictions such that it can
easily be applied to different types of distances in the followingsection.
Definition3 (Distance Structure). The distance structure
l)* is a triple (D, >1/9,0), whichconsists of a set of distances D, the elements of whichare strictly partially ordered by >ID, anda least elementO E D.
Given such a structure D* we maydefine distance constraints as follows:
Definition 4 (Distance Constraints).
For all x’E D:
%’=", "__.x ", ">"-,, ", ">"-=" and "T" are distance constraints.
The newconstraints (of. Fig. 2) are characterized as follows: a __.= b meansthat a is later 3 than b and the interval
in betweenhas at least the length z. a ~-z b is similar but
requires for the temporal distance betweena and b to be
strictly larger than x. The occurrenceof "-" in the index

Most of the axiomsfrom Table 1 can easily be adapted
to the definition of the extendeddistance structure (cf. Table 2). Only the composition axioms dependcrucially on
the respectivedistancestructure and their treatmentis therefore deferred to the section on different distance types. The
neutral element renders "Y-o" and "~0" equivalent to the
commonrelations ’%" and ">", respectively. Also, the
partial ordering > on/~ very often allows to comparethe
strength of two constraints a >-~ b and a y-¢ b and determinethe one that subsumesthe other. Theseconsiderations
are reflected in the reflexivity, contradiction and subsumption axiomsof Table 2.
! 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Va, b ~ B,Vx, y E D:
(reflexivityI)
x < 0 =~(a >-~ a)
(reflexivity2)
x < 0 =~(a ~-= a)
(contradictioni)
x > 0 =~ (a ~ a =~ .L)
(contradiction2)
x >__0 =~(a ~ a =:, _L)
(subsumption1)
(a ~-=b Aa )"~ b) ~:*a )--=
(a)"x b A a __.~ b) ¢~ ~’m~((~,y)
b (subsumption 2)
(a ~-~ b A a ~’Vb) ¢~ a )"ma~(=,~)b (subsumption

Table 2: Axiomsfor Interval BoundaryConstraints with
Distances
To facilitate the description, we also use several notational shortcuts that are equivalentto a conjunctionof constraints ~- and _ (el. Table3).
Figure 2: Distance Constraints
Assuming
x E D, the set of distances in the distancestructure
:D*, the greycolor indicates the regionsto whichb is restricted
with respect to a by the constraints ~ and >-®(~-~ and ~-_=,
respectively).
In contrastto ).-, )-- allowsb to lie onthe borderline,
too.
of such a constraint, e.g., a ~_~b, indicates a slightly different semantics, namelythat a is either before b with at
mostthe distance x betweena and b or a is after b. A correspondingproposition holds for a >--_z b. Since "-" results
in weakerconstraints and because we want to comparethe
strengths of constraints on the basis of their indices, wedefine "-" as an operator that is used to extend 29*to ~*:
Definition 5 (Operator -). is a bij ectivefunction tha t
maps £) = D U {-xlx E D} onto itself such that -0 =

Table 3: Logical Equivalencesfor Notational Shortcuts

Converting between Boundary Constraints
Interval Relations

and

Asmentionedbefore, constraints on interval boundariesare
on a rather lowlevel of abstraction and, therefore, are often
less convenientthan interval relations. Thoughthe conversion between qualitative boundaryconstraints and common
qualitative interval relations -- as illustrated in Fig. 1 -- is
almost trivial, the conversionbetweenboundaryconstraints
and interval relations with distances is, however,not that
straightforward.

andx e D\{0} D\D.

Definition 6 (Extended Distance Structure). The extended distance structure ~)* is the quadruple( £) , >, O,-)
derived from 29* (as defined in Def. 3) by extending D
D = D U {-xix E D} and >lo to >, using 0 and "-" as
defined in Def. 5. Thereby,the strict partial ordering> on
D is defined as follows: Vz E D,y E f)\D : x >
Vx, y E D : x >lD y ~ z > y, andVz, y E £)
x > y ¢~ -y > -x.

From Interval Relations to Boundary Constraints.
Whilefor qualitative interval relations commonly
accepted
standardrelations exist (e.g., the ones givenby Allen), this
is not the case for interval relations withdistances. Wehave
the impressionthat the appropriatenessof such interval relations is strongly influencedby the underlyingdomainand,
thus, cannot fully be determinedin such a canonical way.
However,someexemplaryinterval relations with distances

aWhenever
weuse a temporalexpression,it is also valid for
corresponding
spatial and degreeexpressionsand the reasoning
onthe expressionsinvolved.
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VXGI, the set of intervals. Xbbeingthe lowerandXebeingthe upper
boundaryof X, and VnE D:
Relation
Constraints
Label
4is at mostn long .... ~ado"
Xb__.-,, X,
is at leastn long m/n/o.
X.~.Xb
is n long
length,,
X. >-. X~^ Xb>--. X.e
Table 4: Binary Interval Relations Including LengthConstraints
VX,Y6 I, the set of interv~’is~XbandI’~ ’beingthe lowerandX,andYebeingthe upper
boundariesof.X and Y, respectively, and VnE D:
Rel~ffion
Label
Constraints
n older
older~
xb ~_. YbAYb~_--. Xb
survivesat least withn
svmJnn
survives,butless thann
svl~sn
X, ~-oY.AX, ~-,, Y~
X, -% Yb
precedeswith morethan n
m/npr,~
precedes,butless thann
maxprn
X, -<o Yb A X, >--~ Yb
headto headwitha toleranceofn
hh,,
Xb"----~Yb
minct,,
.contemporary
for.morethan n
Xb "<n YeA Xe ~"n Yb
Table 5: Ternary Interval Relations with one Parameterfor Distances

that should be of general use are given in Tables 4 and 5.
Thebinary relations allowto state propositionsabout interval lengths(of. Table4), whilethe ternary relations describe
distance constraints betweenthe twointervals (el. Table5).

valid but not necessarily completedescriptions often constitute the right level of abstraction(e,g., "Schiller died before
Goethe"seemsto be a reasonable abstraction for "Schiller
died at least 27 years before Goethe").
Therefore,givena set of interval relations (e.g., Tables
and 5) and a set of boundaryconstraints on two intervals,
we do not require the "reeonverted" interval relations to
equal the givenboundaryconstraints. Instead, we just set up
the requirement that they should approximatethemas narrowly as possible. In order to define "approximation",we
here introduce the newconcepts of a "distance constraint
array" and of"subsumptionof constraint arrays")

FromBoundary Constraints to Interval Relations.
Given the definitions in Tables 4 and 5, converting from
interval relations to boundaryconstraints boils downto
a simple table lookup. Converting, however, conjoined
constraints into interval relations is a moredifficult problem: The goal of the conversion is to find a conjunction
of interval relations that subsumesall the given boundary constraints. Furthermore,these interval relations when
remappedto boundaryconstraints should equal the originally givenones. In general, this is neither easily realized
nor needit be useful at all. It is hardto realize, since the
numberof possible constraint combinationsincreases drastically by the additional distance parametersand, thus, requires plenty of newinterval relations to accountfor additional combinations.It mayeven not be useful, since such
a bounty of interval relations wouldpossibly obscure the
essential distinctions to be made.
Consider, e.g., a simple domainwherethe only interval
relation whichincorporates a distance and whichis available is a binary relation that describes an interval length.
This allows one to infer, in principle, that one interval X
is a distance d before another interval Y. If, however,no
interval relation incorporatingsuch a distance constraint is
specified, a correspondingqualitative distance-neutralrelation, e.g., "precedes", wouldbe an adequate meansto approximate the boundaryconstraints. This need not be considered a disadvantageat all, since approximationsthat are

Definition 7 (Distance Constraint Array). A distance
constraint array for two intervals, X and Y is an array
[el,..., c12] of twelve distance constraints (cf. Def. 4).
Theseconstraints describe all possible restrictions between
the beginnings( Xb, Yb ) andendings( Xe, ge) of these intervals in the following ordering: XbClYb A Ybc2Xb AXbc3YeA
Yec4XbAXec~YbAYbceXeAXeerYeAYecsXeAXec~XbA
Yeel0I/b A XbCllXeA I’~el2Ye.
Distanceconstraint arrays allow to represent all combinations of distance constraints in a unique way. Hence,
they allow to comparethe restriction range of different constraint combinationsby way of subsumption.
Definition 8 (Subsumptionof Constraint Arrays).
constraint array [C1,1 .... , c1,12] subsumesanother constraint array[cz,1,..., c2,1~], iff Vi E [1, 12] : el,~ subsumes c2,i (cf Table 2for subsumptionaxioms).
5Wehere handleboundaryconstraintsontwointervals withat
mostone parameterandthe constraints~o and>’-0. Interval relations withmorethan oneparameter(and/ormoreconstantconstraints) canbe definedat the cost of a slightly morecomplicated
definitionof approximation.

4Xb"~o X, neednot be added,becauseit is entailed by the
generalknowledge
that the beginningof an interval is beforeits
ending. This general knowledge
must be madeavailable at all
timesfor all events.
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Assume
the followingorderfor the constraint array withat mostoneparametern: IX, ?Y b, ~ ?Xb,Xb?Xe].Thegraphdepicts
threeimportant
aspectsof this constraintarraylattice:
I. The(transitive) subsumption
relation between
different arrays(esp. in the upperpart of the graph).
2. Arraysthat are subsumed
by contradictoryconstraints (Xb ~-oXe), andwhichare, as a consequence,
contradictory,too.
Theyare indicatedby greyregions.
Actually,for an arraywithtwelveelementsonespecialregionwouldbe at the toppart of the lattice, too, since there are two
constraints that are alwaystree, namelyX, ~-o Xband~ >-oXb. Thus, all real constraint combinations
are subsumed
by
the arraythat hasexactlythesetworestrictions.
an interval relation cannotbe assumed
to exist for all non3. Dueto the large numberof possibleconstraint combinations
contradictoryconstraintcombinations.
Thus,a givenconstraint array mustbe abstractedby subsuming,
best-approximating
interval relations. Forinstance, in this example[>’-+n,>’-o, T] is abstractedbythe interval relation CONTEMPORARY-OF
([~o,>’-o,T]).
Figure 3: The Lattice Structure of Constraint Combinations--a Simplified Version with 3 Constraints.
Subsumption
of constraint arrays defines a partial ordering
6.
of a (semi-)lattice with IT,..., T] as its largest element
Definition 9 (Best Approximationfor One Parameter).
Let a set of boundaryconstraints on two intervals with at
most one parametern be represented by a constraint array
C1. An interval relation represented by a constraint array
C2 with its possibly single parametern fixed is called a
6If wepostulatean infinitedistance"oo"then[>’-oo,¯ ¯ ¯, __.oo
] = [_L ..... .L] can be consideredthe complement
to [>.--oo
,..., >--oo] -- [T,..., T] and, thus, the least elementof the
lattice.
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best approximationfor CI, iff C2 subsumesC1 and there is
no other interval relation with one parameter(represented
by a constraint array C3) such that C2 subsumes Cs and
7Cs subsumesC1 and Cz # Cs (cf. Fig. 3).
This definition mayyield several best-approximatinginterval relations, since it is basedon a partial ordering. A
unique best approximationis given by the conjunction of
these interval relations. If the reconvertedinterval relations
must equal the boundaryconstraints, one mayprovide an
7Whenthe constraints in C1 comewith parametersni then
these parameters
are appropriatecandidatesfor n.

interval relation s for each of the 48 constraint combinations that cannotbe describedby a conjunctionof constraint
combinations,but whichthemselvescan be used to describe
any constraint combination(1 : [>’-_,,-I’,...],2
: [>---,
,T,...],3 : [h-_+n,T,...],4 : [~-+n,T,...],5 : [T,~-n
, T,...],..., 48: [T,..., T, ~’+,]).

Concludingthis section, it shouldbe noted that the representation by boundaryconstraints does not require the existence of abstract time points. Thoughit maybe convenient
to actually employtime points at one granularity level, the
boundaries maythemselvesbe considered events at a finer
level of granularity. Then,a natural interpretation for ,L’_
could be the minimal and maximaldistance between the
"centers" (e.g., midpoints) of the respective boundaryintervals.

Reasoning on Intervals with Distances
A sampleinference on interval relations with distances proceeds as follows:
o Usea lookuptable to convertinterval relations into disjunctions of constraint arrays (e.g., X {"precedesat least
n""oveflaps"} Y --* X{Ut, U2}Y;of. Tables 4 and 5).
.

Treatmentof Different Typesof Distances
So far, we have said nothing about the types of distances
that are allowed in our approach. Analmost trivial one is
the restriction of the distance structure to the single distance, 0, such that D = {0}. This exactly allows to represent Allen’s relations, since ">’-o" and "~o" are equivalent to the common
relations ">" and ">", respectively.
Muchmoreinteresting are the restrictions to quantitative or
qualitative lengths or their combination.Theseconsiderations and the strategies to handle themare discussed subsequently.

The composition axioms (of. Table 1 for qualitative
constraints and the following section for distance constraints) are applied to pairs of constraint arrays until
no more inferences can be drawn (e.g. X{C1, C2}Y
Y{C3, C4}Z =~ X{Cl,3, CI,4, C2,3, C2,4}Z).

Subsumption tests (cf. Def. 8) eliminate redundant disjunctions (e.g., X{Ct,3,C1,4,Cz,3,U2,4}Z¢¢’
X{C1,3, G1,4}Z, where Gt,s and G1,4 subsumeG2,3 and
C2,4, respectively).
Compute the best approximation (cf. Def. 9) from
.
the boundary constraints? Determine the best approximation for each array of the array set (e.g.,
X{Ct,s,Ut,4}Z --+ X {"contemporary-of", "overlaps with at least n"} Z; for an analogy consider
Fig. 3, wheregiven constraints are best approximatedby
"contemporary-of").
Thus, the subsumptioncriterion does not only yield the
best approximating
interval relation, but it also reduces unnecessary ambiguitiesJ° Furthermore, under "natural" input conditions the mechanism
is quite efficient.n
,

QuantitativeDistances
Quantitative distances are treated equivalently to nonnegative real numbers. All the axioms and equivalence
rules from Tables 2 and 3 do still apply. Furthermore,
compositionaxiomsfor quantitative distances can be postulated (of. Table 6). These are very simple, and even
though distances markedwith ",-" embodya slightly different meaning,their compositionwith unmarkeddistances
simply boils downto addition with negative reals. For the
numberzero the composition is simply equivalent to the
transitivity property of ">" and ">".

SWithoneexception,all of Freksa’s(1992)semi-intervalrelations are of this type, though,of course, withouta mechanism
to
representquantities.
9If there are intervalrelationsthat are definedbydisjunctions
of constraintarrays, onecanadjustdefinitionsto allowdisjunctionsto be elements
of the lattice, too.
mAmoreelaborate redundancyavoidancemechanism
mightbe
basedon the least common
subsumer
lea of twoconstraint arrays,
C, and6’2. If all constraintarrayssubsumed
by lea doeither subsumeC, or C2 or are subsumed
by C: or C2, then lea is equivalent to the disjunctionof C: andC2. Still better, wecan give
an algorithmwhichdeterminesthe equivalencebetweensubsets
of a (disjunctive)distanceconstraintarray set andsingle arrays.
Thisallowsto compute
a minimalrepresentationfor n givenconstraint arrays in timeO(n~°).However,
this procedurecannotbe
presentedheredueto its complexity.
UThegeneral computational
complexityof the inference proeess can be estimated as follows: The lookupin the table -whichis fixed for a certain application-- needsconstanttime.
Thecomputationcomplexityof the compositionon boundaryconstralnts (step 2) dependson the respective axioms.But given
constanttimefor eachcomposition
operationthe constraintpropagation(for a single alternative; e.g., combining
{{... }} with
{{... }{... }} yieldstwoalternatives)is straightforward,
since it

canbe reducedto an interval label propagation
problemwithlinear inequalities (Davis,1987)withm(rn- 1)(m- 2) constraints
(oneconstraintfor eachtriple a ~-=bah~-~e =:. a Compose(>-=
, ~’v) c) on ra(m- 1) nodes(onefor each possible distance),
wheremis the numberof interval boundaries.However,
exponentially manyalternatives maybe concluded.Considerthe distance
series dl,2 = {1 V 3},d2,s = {5 V lO},ds,4 = {20V 40} ....
Here,exponentiallymany
alternativesmustbe concluded
for all,i,
since the later distancesare alwayslarger thanthe sumof all previous distancesand no redundantdistancesemerge.It appearsto
us that this results fromthe non-convexity
(cf. Vilainet al. (1989))
of the input conditions.Undermorenatural conditionsweexpect
a muchlowermagnitudeof runtimecomplexity.
Asubsumption
test betweentwogivenarrays requires constant
time, since it involvestwelvecomparisons,at most.Step 3 is
quadraticin the number
of alternatives, at worst(compareeach
alternative with eachother and do not find any comparability).
Theorderingof the interval relations can be precomputed.
Thus,
determining
whereto placea certain constraintcombination
needs
onlytimelinear to the number
of interval relations.
Computations
are valid, but not complete.Thisis analogousto
results conceming
3-consistencyin Allen’s calculus(vanBeck
Cohen,1990),
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(compositionI)
(composition2)
(composition3)
(composition4)
Table 6: CompositionAxiomsfor Quantitative Distances

Qualitative

Distances

Let us nowconsider qualitative distances (el. example(Ic))
and their treatment within our calculus and representation
schema. Basically, we adapt the composition rules described by Herndndezet al. (1995) and Clementini et al.
(1995) to our needs, while we keep the representation
distance constraint arrays and the axiomsand equivalences
from Tables 2 and 3, the newinterval relations described in
Tables 4 and 5, and the conversion mechanismdescribed in
the previous section.
Clementiniet al. (1995) assumea totally ordered set
qualitative distances, viz. {Adi E [1,n] A Ai > 0} (with
Aa = to). Dependingon the availability of further restrictions, different compositionrules are given. Whatis especially remarkablein this context is that Clementiniet al.
always compute upper and lower bounds. Nevertheless,
they do not directly represent these bounds, instead they
choosea disjunction of distance regions as representation.
For somesmall n (i.e., fewdifferent distance regions), their
representation schemais as goodas ours. For larger numbers, however,the computationalcosts becomeunnecessarily large in their approach.
For illustrative purposes, we give someof the composition rules for qualitative distances described by Clementini
et al. in our notation12 in Table 7. Also, the morecomplicated ones for heterogenousstructures or the absorption
rule they define can be directly translated into our approach,
if the proper conditions are fulfilled. Compositionfor a
"positive" with a "negative distance" can be derived from
the rules givenby Clementiniet al. for oppositedirections.
Unlike the proposal madeby Clementini et al., our approachallows a partial ordering for qualitative distances.
This reflects a requirementthat can be traced to the use of
qualitative distances in natural languageexpressions. These
expressionsdo often not constitute a total ordering, but only
a partial one. Consider, e.g., the expressions "somewhat
later", " a little later" and "muchlater". The precedence
between "somewhat"and "little" is not clearly drawn,
while both expressions are certainly ordered with respect
to "much’.
Withthe compositionrules described so far, the derivation of conclusionsrelating to two distances whichare not
nWeassume 51 = Ai - A~-I and Ao = 0. The composition rules are applicable,if the respectivetriggeringconditions
on the boundaries("lower"and"upperbound") and the respective
structural restrictions onthe distancesystemD"Cmonotonicity’,
"rangerestriction") are fulfilled. Thenames"monotonicity"
and
"rangerestriction" are takenfromClementini
et al. (1995).
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ordered with respect to each other is not supported. However, a simple schemewhichis easily illustrated by the following small exampleallows to do exactly this. Assume
four distances A1, A2a,A2b, As, with A1 < A2a < Az
and A1 < A2b < As, and the knowledge a >"-aa,
b A b ~’-a2b e. The subsumption axioms from Table 2
require ~ and therefore allow to infer -- that a ~’-as
b A b ~--a2~ e and a ~-a2, b A b b’-as e to which the
total ordering composition rules can be applied. Depending on the circumstances, the result maybe a conjunction
of two non-comparableconstraints on an interval boundary
pair, whichrequires a revision of the definitions 7 and 8,
respectively.
Definition 10 (Multiple Distance Constraints Array). A
multiple distance constraints array for two intervals, X and
Y, is anarray[sl, . . . , Sl2] of twelvedistanceconstraintsets
si, whereall cj E si are distance constraints such that for
all i E [1, 12] no constraint cj E si subsumesanother one
c~ E si, k # j (i.e., si is a minimalrepresentation).
Definition U (Subsumptionof Multiple Distance Constraints Arrays). A multiple distance constraints array C1 = [sx.1,...,
81,12]
subsumes another one C2 =
[82,1,...,S2,12],
iffVi E [1,12] : (Veh E s2,i : 3ej E
sl,i : cj subsumes
ct~).
Consider an array like [{>-_a,,,>--_a2b},{T},...],
which describes a conjunction of constraints Xb ~’-a2.
Yb A Xb ~-a2~ Yb. Thus, composition rules must be applied to both constraints and the usual subsumptionrules
must enforce the minimalityof entries in the arrays. However, the mainideas of computingcompositionsfor quantitative and qualitative distances (of. Tables6 and 7) and computing a best approximation(eft Def. 9) remainunchanged.
CombiningQuantitative

and Qualitative

Distances

The major advantageof our reformulation is that it allows
inferencing with either Allen’s relations, or interval relations with quantitative distances, or interval relations with
qualitative distances in an integrated framework.
Whilethe latter two modesboth subsumeAllen’s calculus, they really are complementary.Moreover,they also
interact. This interaction can be described on the basis of a partial ordering betweenquantitative and qualitative distances. For instance, world knowledgemayspecify that "rather short" describes a temporal length less
than three hours.13 Compositionrules for mixedquantitafive/qualitative measurescan then be handled analogously
to partially ordered qualitative distances, namelyby referring to common
subsumingconstraints. Of course, a fundamental aspect of mapping"rather short" onto "less than
three hours"is the context in whichthe qualitative description is made. Staab & Hahn(1997) give an algorithm
t3In general, this mightalso be a two-sidedrestriction like
"betweenone and three hours", but for the sake of simplicity we here avoid the secondparameterthat merelycomplicates
approximation.

Va, b,c E B,VAi,A$E D :
ApplicationConditions
"Lower Bound"
Ai, Aj _> 0
"monotonicity":
"Upper Bound"
Vi E [1,n] : &+t> &
-A~,-A~ < 0
"rangerestriction":
Vi E [1, n] : 5i+1> Ai

Composition
Rule
a ~-A~b Ab ~-/,~ c
a ~Amaxi~d
) C
a ~-/,~ bAbY-_hi c
::~ a ~’-Amtn(i-S-j~n)
a >---A~b Ab )---A#
c
:~ a ~J"--Amin(max(i,g/)~¢l,n)

C

Table 7: ExemplaryCompositionRules for Constraints with Qualitative Distances
deduce "comparisonclasses ’d4 which is sensitive towards
contextual criteria, and Hern~dezet al. (1995) sketch
articulation rule mechanism
that is designedto find the correct mapping.However,the general problemstill needs further research.
Whatis even moreinteresting is that this reformulation
allows for the expression of newinterval relations with
qualities or quantities, ones that are cognitively plausible
in that they involvea single act of perception.Forinstance,
we can nowintroduce the relation "roughly meets" or the
relation "meets with a measuring tolerance of lOOms’,
15
which can be defined by the boundary constraints
{[Xe--" A(roughly)Yb,Xb "<0 Yb]} = X{[{T},{b’o}, {-I’},
{T}, {~’-A(roughly)}, {b’-A(roughly)}, {T},...]}Y

b. olderA(xh)(H, J) = {[Jb ~A(lh) Hb, ~’-a(Xh)
Jb]} "" g{[{)"’-A(lh)}, {--A(lh)}, {T}, {T},
{T}, {T}, {T}, {~o}, {;’o}, {T}, {T}]}J
c. maxloA(rathershort) (J) {[fib ---A(rather short)
Je, Je ~"o Jb]} = J{[{T}, {T}, {T}, {T}, {T},
{T},{T},{T},{)"o},
{>"o},
{>"-A(rather
short)},
J
{---A(rathershort) }1

{[Xe~_A(100ms)l~,Xb -’<0 Yb]} = X{[{T}, {N’0}, {T},
{V},{>"--A(100ms)},
{)"--A(
100ms)},
{T},...]}Y.
Fig.1 illustrates
thepossible
scopeof "roughly
meets"
by theregion
between
thetwodotted
lines.
Naturally,
"roughly
meets"
subsumes
"meets",
butit alsosubsumes
someparts
ofneighboring
relations.
Thus,
itsscopeisa
newkindof "conceptual
neighborhood"
thatarises
when
onlyoneparameter
ata timeisvaried
(cf.Freksa
(1992)).
An Example of Dimensional Reasoning with
Qualitative and Quantitative Distances
To illustrate the basic mechanismswe have introduced so
far, let us return to example(1) in moretechnical detail.
assumeH and J to denote the time intervals for Heinrich’s
and John’s flight, respectively. Then, the sentences can be
assignedthe followingrepresentation structures:It
(2) a. lengthA(sh)(H) = {[He ----.A(Sh) Hb,Hb~-A(sh)
He]} = H{[{T}, {r}, {r}, {T}, {r}, {r}, {r}, {r},

{-----,’,<sh)
},{-----,’,CSh)
},{------a<Sh)},
{>"-,’,¢s,,)}]}H
t4Thenotionof "comparison
class" in the natural languageunderstandingcommunity
is roughlyequivalentto "frameof reference"in the spatial reasoningcommunity.
tSWehere assumethat the function Amapsexpressionslike
"lOOms"
or "roughly"ontoelementsof the distancestructure D*
usingthe properframeof reference.
l~We
hereform_ally
capturebinaryinterval relationsP,.n (X)
ternaryrelations Rn(X, X) suchthat composition
rules canbe appliedonthe left andon the right side of otherrelationsR"(X, Y)

andR~(Z,
X).
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For the reasoningprocess, these constraints together with
the assumptionthat "rather short" in the intended frame of
reference (cf. previous subsection) meansa distance which
is not exactlyspecified but whichis certainly less than three
hours are taken for granted. Wemaythen conclude the
following additional constraints by propagationand application of composition rules: Hb ~’-A(4h) de, Je ~’A(lh)
Hb,He~A(rh) Jb, Jb ----.-A(~h) He,He~’a(4h) Je,
Je ~’-a(Th) He.
Combiningthe entire knowledgeavailable from the initial data and the results of dimensionalreasoning, we get:
H{[{__.-a(Xh)},
{-----a(Xh)},
{N’-A(4h)},
{N’A(lh)},

{__.a(~h)},
{__-A(~h)},
{~-a(4h)},
{>’-A(rh)},
{>’_Z~<8~,)},
{~-o}, {----.-A(Sh)}, {~-A(rathershort)}]}J" Since we
ploy only a trivial qualitative distance systemwith one distance A(rather short), no compositionrules can be applied
to yield qualitative distance constraints (and, thus, nonsingleton constraint sets), too.
Step 3 of the reasoning procedure need not be applied,
since no ambiguities exist. Given exactly the interval
relations from Tables 4 and 5 in step 4 the subsumption
test wouldrecognize that the relations "maxlo", "minlo",
and "length" could be applied to H and "max/o" to J,
respectively. However,for H "lengthzx(sh)" approximates
better than either "maxlo"or "minlo" ~ this is just the
information given in (2a). Furthermore"older’, "svmin",
"svless", "hh" and "mincg’ also subsumethe constraints,
but "older’ is subsumedby "hh" and, therefore, the conjunction "lengthA(sh)( H) A maxlozx(rather short) ( J)
olderA(lh) (H, J) A svminA(4h)(H, J) A svIessA(rh)(
A mincto(H,J)" is returned as result. This is not a minimal result (an optimization could proceed by testing
whether a conjunction is subsumedby a single interval
relation), but it contains the essential information from
dimensional reasoning problemat a considerable level of
abstraction, viz. that "mincto(H,J)" can be inferred from
" olderA(xh)(H, J) A svminA(4h)(

Conclusion

Related Work
Since this paper aimsat the integration rather than the substitution of existing quantitative and qualitative approaches,
it is similarto themwithrespectto severalaspects. Still, our
proposal achieves considerable extensions and an advanced
level of conceptual abstraction in comparisonto all other
approaches.
The quantitative part of our approachclosely relates to
work done by Badaloni & Berati (1996) and Zimmermann
(1995). Badaloni&Berati use a relational primitive which
consists of upper and lower boundsfor distances. However,
they do not give a mechanism
to abstract from these rather
unwieldy primitives. Zimmermann
uses the primitive relation a(>,d)b ¢~ a = b + d, which is quite similar to
our constraints on interval boundaries. However,his formalismis not that convenientto formulatedistance regions
whichare often necessary for coarse reasoning. Moreover,
we elaborated extensively on the partial ordering he uses
to allow for easy embedding
of qualitative distances in the
sense of Hernfindezet al. (1995). Thoughwe did not touch
on this issue, benefits of his mechanism
like reasoning on
proportions can be transferred to our mechanism,too. Earlier studies on duration reasoning, such as (Allen, 1983)
(Kautz &Ladkin, 1991), do not tightly integrate quantitative reasoningand reasoningon Allen’s relations, but rather
combinetwo different networks. Dechter et al. (1991) consider quantitative temporal constraint networks. Theseare
extended to include Allen’s relations in a single network
by Malri (1991). Nevertheless, this approachstill does not
allow for moreabstract relations like "overlapat least n".
As for qualitative distances, Hern~dezet al. (1995) and
Clementini et al. (1995) present the most elaborate work
(ef. Cohn(1996)) and thus serve as a blueprint for our qualitative distances reasoningpart. Weextend their mechanism
to accountfor partially ordereddistance systems, too.
Common
interval label propagation networks that represent interval boundariesby restrictions on time points (cf.
Davis (1987)) do not offer the samelevel of expressibility
as our proposal, since simpletransitive conclusions,e.g., a
later b and b later c implies a later c, cannot be inferred.
However,our approach can be reduced to such a network
with constraints on distances. But then the implications are
not structured in a waythat is easily accessible fromoutside
the reasoning system.
Webuild on Freksa’s consideration whofavors conjoined
partial specifications (similar to the notion of "convexrelation" by Vilaln et al. (1989)) to allow for lucid reasoning
about knowledgeat a coarser level of specification. Wedo,
however,not subscribe to his point of view whenhe introduces newlabels for semi-interval relationships instead of
simply using the constraints betweenthe interval boundaries. His newlyintroducedlabels are equivalent to single
constraints on interval boundaries.17
17Oneexception,"is contemporary
of", requiresa conjunction
of twoconstraints.
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In this paper, we presented a mechanismfor dimensional
reasoningwithqualitative and quantitative distances that integrates proposals by Allen (1983), Hermindez
et al. (1995)
and Badaloni & Berati (1996). Given such an integration,
our proposal considerably increases the reasoning powerof
the underlying calculus comparedwith either of these.
Our approach builds on distance constraint arrays as a
new wayof uniquely representing interval relations with
different types of distances. Central to the reasoning
scheme are the notions of subsumption and approximation whichallow to infer interval relations that are much
morelucid from a humandesigner point of view, since they
achieve a high degree of conceptual abstraction from the
underlyinginterval boundaryconstraints.
Wewere not able to consider three majorpoints in detail
in this paper. First, for knowledgelike "h~s flight is much
shorter than B’s" meta-reasoningon the different lengths of
flights is required. This can easily be achievedby considering the distances, D, as being boundedby meta-intervais
to whichour proposal is applied, too. Second, though our
approachrequires exponentialtime at worst, it remainsefficient whenthe input is restricted to input conditionsthat describe convexrelations (of. Vilain et al. (1989)). Third,
abstracted from howto actually assign numerical bounds
to qualitative distances. This is a highly context-dependent
problemfor whichfirst solutions exist (of. the section on
"CombiningQuantitative and Qualitative Distances"), but
whichstill needsfurther investigation.
To the best of our knowledge,no other proposal offers
a similarly tight integration of qualitative and quantitative
knowledgefor dimensional reasoning or a similarly high
level of interaction of constraints as the proposal we have
outlinedin this paper.
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